Disability Pride: Why and How To Celebrate

2024 events

California

- Disability Pride Parade – Oct. 19, 2024, Los Angeles

Colorado

- Disability Pride Celebration – Jul 28, 2024, Denver

Florida

- ADA Anniversary Celebration – Jul 24–Jul 26, 2024, Miami

Georgia

- ADA Celebration Rally – Jul 26, 2024, Atlanta

Illinois

- Disability Pride Parade – Jul 20, 2024, Chicago

Iowa

- Dazzling Disability Pride – Jul 26, 2024, Iowa City

Maine

- Disability Pride – Jul 19, 2024, Augusta

Maryland

- Disability Pride Arts Fest – Jul 13, 2024, Baltimore
**Michigan**

- [TIE-DYEnamite ADA Celebration](#) – Jul 26, 2024, Ann Arbor

**Missouri**

- [FestAbility](#) – Oct. 5, 2024, St. Louis

**Nebraska**

- [Disability Pride Day](#) – Jul 12, 2024, Kearney

**New York**

- [Disability Unite Festival](#) – Jul 14, 2024, NYC and virtual
  - Disability Pride Hip Hop Jam, sponsored by Reeve – July 14, 2024, as part of the Disability Unite Festival
- [Various events](#) through the New York Public Library

**Oregon**

- [Disability Pride Celebration](#) – Jul 20, 2024, Portland

**Pennsylvania**

- [Disability Pride Lehigh Valley Arts Festival](#) – July 20, 2024, Allentown
- [Disability Pride Philadelphia](#) – Sept. 7, 2024, Philadelphia
- [Disability Pride Pittsburgh Celebration](#) – Aug 24, 2024, Pittsburgh
- [Disability Pride Williamsport ‘CIL’ebration](#) – Aug 10, 2024, Williamsport

**South Carolina**

- [Various events](#) through Disability Pride South Carolina
Texas

- AccessAbility Fest – Oct 5, 2024, San Antonio

Wisconsin

- Disability Pride Fest – Jul 20, 2024, La Crosse
- Disability Pride Festival – Jul 27, 2024, Madison

Virtual

- Disability Unite Festival – Jul 14, 2024, NYC and virtual
- Demystifying Disability Inclusion: Celebrating the 34th Anniversary of the ADA – Jul 24, 2024, through Disability:IN
- Virtual Disability Pride Parade – Jul 26, 2024, through Easterseals